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Despite great variation in form, most animals are clas-
sified as bilaterians because they possess clear anteropos-
terior (AP) and dorsoventral (DV) axes, which then
together position the axis of bilateral symmetry separat-
ing the left and right sides of the body. However, although
bilaterians show a general symmetry between the left and
right sides of the body, most deviate from perfect sym-
metry in some reproducible way. This can be as subtle as
the direction of looping of an internal organ in a fly or as
obvious as the asymmetric specialization of claws in cer-
tain crab species. Other examples of left/right (LR) asym-
metry include the positioning of organs, such as the heart
and liver in humans, and the LR asymmetric growth pat-
tern of snail shells that leads to their coiling in either
clockwise or anticlockwise directions. Some of these
asymmetries are essential to properly pack and connect
many internal organs. Individuals that are perfect mirror
images of normal are generally viable, whereas individu-
als in which there are no asymmetries, or the pattern of
asymmetry is random between organs, are often severely
compromised. 
Phylogenetic studies agree on the existence of three

main groups within the Bilateria (Aquinaldo et al. 1997):
Deuterostomia (including echinoderms, hemichordates,
and chordates), Ecdysozoa (including arthropods and
nematodes, among others), and Lophotrochozoa (includ-
ing, for example, snails and annelids); the Ecdysozoa and
Lophotrochozoa are closer to each other than either is to
Deuterostomia. Although examples of LR asymmetry can
be found in representatives of these three main groups,
the molecular mechanisms controlling the development
of this asymmetry have been studied in detail in just a few
model systems in Deuterostomia and Ecdysozoa. The ini-
tial identification of several genes that are asymmetrically
expressed with respect to the midline in vertebrates
(Levin et al. 1995), combined with subsequent functional

studies, led to rapid progress in understanding the molec-
ular and genetic mechanisms underlying LR asymmetry
in the deuterostomes. These studies led to the identifica-
tion of Nodal, a transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β)
ligand, as a signaling molecule that is asymmetrically
expressed on the LR axis and functionally critical for
establishing LR asymmetry in all deuterostomes studied
so far (Hamada et al. 2002; Morokuma et al. 2002; Yu et
al. 2002; Duboc and Lepage 2008). Another TGF-β fam-
ily member, Lefty, and the homeobox gene Pitx2, are also
key components of the LR pathway (Boorman and
Shimeld 2002; Hamada et al. 2002; Duboc et al. 2005). 
Like nodal, lefty is also asymmetrically expressed tran-

siently, and both genes positively regulate Pitx, which is
critical in cellular processes of differential migration,
proliferation, adhesion, and asymmetric morphogenesis
in deuterostomes. Loss of expression, as well as inappro-
priate spatial misexpression of these genes, leads to het-
erotaxia, i.e., the abnormal LR arrangement of organs
(Levin et al. 1997; Sampath et al. 1997). Comparative
studies in deuterostomes (echinoderms, ascidians, Am -
phi oxus, and vertebrates) have revealed that nodal, lefty,
and Pitx have evolutionarily conserved roles in develop-
ment and mechanisms of regulation (Hamada et al. 2002;
Duboc et al. 2005; Shimeld and Levin 2006).
In contrast, this particular cascade of genes that regulates

LR asymmetries in all deuterostomes is not evolutionarily
conserved in at least some, if not all, Ecdysozoa. To date,
no nodal or lefty orthologs have been identified in the
genomes of model ecdysozoans, and although an ortholog
of Pitx is present in Drosophila, this gene shows a bilater-
ally symmetric expression pattern, and no LR defects are
seen in Drosophila Pitx mutants (Vorbrüggen et al. 1997),
suggesting that some other mechanisms must be involved
in the specification of LR asymmetry in Drosophila and
possibly other Ecdysozoa. The identification of some
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Drosophila mutants with altered LR asymmetry patterns
(fas2, sim, puc, hkb, byn, ptc, and myo31DF among others;
for review, see Coutelis et al. 2008; Okumura et al. 2008)
has provided some clues about the mechanisms that estab-
lish LR asymmetry in this group, but further studies are
needed to understand the potential links between LR asym-
metry in deuterostomes and ecdysozoans.
Initial data on the phylogenetic distribution of nodal

orthologs (present in deuterostomes but absent in ecdyso-
zoans and cnidarians) suggested that the Nodal pathway
first originated in the common ancestor of deuterostomes
(Fig. 1). However, the recent discovery of a nodal ortholog
in snails and annelids (Grande and Patel 2009), both mem-
bers of the Lophotrochozoa, has established a new hypoth-
esis in which the Nodal pathway evolved before the
bilaterians split off into the Ecdysozoa, the Lopho tro cho -
zoa, and the Deuterostomia (Fig. 1). Below, we describe the
implications of these striking new data on the origin and
evolution of the Nodal pathway and LR asymmetry within
an evolutionary perspective. 

LR ASYMMETRY IN SNAILS

On the basis of direction of shell coiling and body organ-
ization, snails can be left-handed (sinistral, shell coiled in an
anticlockwise direction) or right-handed (dextral, shell

coiled in a clockwise direction), with dextral coiling as the
ancestral configuration as suggested by the fossil record
(Ponder and Lindberg 1997). These two mirror-imaged con-
figurations are a manifestation of LR asymmetry in snails.
Most snail species are dextral, but a few are sinistral. In a
small number of cases, both types can exist within a popu-
lation of a single species. Classical genetic studies showed
that the handedness of snails is genetically determined by a
maternal effect locus (Boycott and Diver 1923; Sturtevant
1923; Boycott et al. 1930; Freeman and Lundelius 1982),
but the molecular nature of the gene involved remains
unknown. The handedness of a snail can be detected during
the third cell division of the embryo when the first spiral
cleavage occurs (Meshcheryakov and Beloussov 1975). The
spiral cleavage is characterized by the oblique angle of the
early cleavage planes and the alternating directions of suc-
cessive divisions. For dextral individuals, the third cleavage
generates a set of four micromeres that are oriented with a
clockwise spiral relative to their underlying macromere sis-
ters, whereas a sinistral individual displays the opposite
rotation pattern. 
Recent work on dextral and sinistral forms of the snail

Lymnaea stagnalis has shown that cytoskeletal dynamics
have a crucial role in determination of body handedness
(Shibazaki et al. 2004). In this case, helical spindle inclina-
tion and clockwise spiral micromere formation are
observed in the dominant dextral embryos at the meta -
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Figure 1. Phylogenetic relationships and nodal and Pitx functions among Bilateria. For each group, expression domains and side of
the body that expresses nodal and Pitx are shown. Proposed roles for nodal and the relationship between nodal and Pitx are also given.
Question marks indicate that no information is available. Boldface dashes indicate that the gene has not been reported in this group.
The same information is also provided for Acoels and Cnidaria.
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phase–anaphase transition initiating the third division,
whereas in the recessive sinistral embryos, the third cleav-
age at first appears to be radially oriented, and helicity first
emerges during furrow formation. The actual importance
of this cleavage pattern to overall chirality has been tested
by mechanically manipulating the orientation of the third
cleavage (Kuroda et al. 2009). If an embryo that would
have developed as a dextral animal is mechanically manip-
ulated so that the micromeres are forced to rotate in an anti-
clockwise spiral (opposite to what would have normally
occurred), the subsequently formed individual is instead
sinistral. Likewise, if an embryo that would have developed
as a sinistral animal is mechanically manipulated so that
the micromeres are forced to rotate in a clockwise spiral
(opposite to what would have normally occurred), the sub-
sequently formed individual is instead dextral.
Interestingly, correct spindle orientation by a G protein

at the third division has been also shown to be critical for
LR asymmetry in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans
(Wood 1991; Bergmann et al. 2003). Although G proteins
have been also shown to be involved in cytoskeletal spin-
dle alignment in Drosophila (Ahringer 2003), it is
unknown if this has any role in LR asymmetry for
Drosophila. Nevertheless, actin and associated molecular
motors such as myosins have been shown to be involved
in LR determination in Drosophila (Speder et al. 2006)
and vertebrates (Danilchik et al. 2006). These results sup-
port the role of the actin cytoskeleton in defining early LR
asymmetry in Bilateria, although further molecular and
cellular work are needed to understand the actual mecha-
nisms behind these observations. An interesting hypothe-
sis proposes the cytoskeleton as a vector for orienting key
polarized molecules within cells (Aw and Levin 2009),
but further studies are needed to test this hypothesis. 
A widely accepted mechanism of symmetry breaking in

vertebrates involves the rotation of cilia and the generation
of a leftward flow in or close to the embryonic node in sev-
eral vertebrates (Nonaka et al. 2002; Kramer-Zucker et al.
2005; Schweickert et al. 2007). One model is that nodal
expression is initially symmetric, but the leftward flow at
the node causes a leftward bias in the concentration of
Nodal protein, and through its own autoregulation, nodal
then becomes asymmetrically expressed on the left side.
Supporting this model are the observations that mutations
affecting inversin and motor proteins that modify nodal
flow cause LR defects in several vertebrates (Afzelius
1976; Supp et al. 1997). Recent studies in zebrafish and
frogs have shown a role for fibroblast growth factor signal-
ing in LR regulation through ciliogenesis (Hong and Dawid
2009; Neugebauer et al. 2009). These results support the
key role of cilia in LR asymmetry in vertebrates. However,
the observation of an early leftward movement of cells
around the node in chicks before the appearance of cilia
suggests that alternative modes of symmetry breaking are
possible within vertebrates (Gros et al. 2009). Further -
more, the fact that modification of ciliogenesis in snails
(Shibazaki et al. 2004) and flies (Speder et al. 2006) does
not lead to LR defects, together with the fact that asym-
metrical nodal expression in snails starts long before the
appearance of motile cilia (Grande and Patel 2009; see

below), suggests that cilia may not be involved in LR deter-
mination in snails and flies.
Ion flow has also been described as a mechanism for early

symmetry breaking in deuterostomes (excluding mammals)
(Levin 2005) and nematodes (Bauer Huang et al. 2007). The
ion flow could actively transport small LR determinants
through gap junctions to one side, where they would initiate
asymmetric regulation. However, no information regarding
the potential role of ion flow in Lophotrochozoa is currently
available and thus should be addressed in future studies to
explore the possibility that this is an evolutionary ancient
mechanism for symmetry breaking. 
In summary, although further studies are required, cur-

rent data support the existence of different asymmetry-
breaking mechanisms among the Bilateria. However, the
conserved subsequent asymmetric activation of the Nodal
pathway in Deuterostomia and Lophotrochozoa (see
below) argues that, despite variation in the mechanisms of
the initial symmetry-breaking event, the LR asymmetry
pathways of bilaterians converge on generating the asym-
metric expression of nodal and traces this asymmetric
expression of nodal back to the ancestor of all bilaterians. 

THE NODAL PATHWAY IN BILATERIA: 
AN EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE

Comparative molecular analysis of nodal in deuteros-
tomes and lophotrochozoans has turned out to be useful
in determining the extent to which the LR asymmetry
pathway is conserved in evolution and in inferring the
ancestral features of the Nodal pathway in Bilateria. As
described above, nodal was initially believed to be an
innovation of the deuterostomes, but the discovery of a
nodal ortholog in Lophotrochozoa (Grande and Patel
2009) suggested that Nodal predated the separation of the
three main bilaterian lineages (see Fig. 1). Furthermore,
the finding that nodal is asymmetrically expressed along
the LR axis and functions in LR asymmetry in snails sug-
gests that the role of the Nodal signaling pathway in LR
asymmetry also predates the split of the Bilateria. 
Several evolutionary relevant issues can be highlighted

here. First, as described previously, nodal expression in
vertebrates is initially symmetrical and depends on its
own regulation in a positive and negative feedback loop to
achieve an asymmetric pattern (Hamada et al. 2002). As
in vertebrates, nodal expression is also first symmetric
and then later asymmetric in nonvertebrate deuterostomes
(Morokuma et al. 2002; Yu et al. 2002; Duboc et al. 2005).
But in contrast, nodal expression in snails is asymmetric
from the onset (early cleavage stages), and it does not
seem to be regulated by its own expression (Grande and
Patel 2009). The previously described differences in sym-
metry-breaking mechanisms observed in different bilate-
rians might be responsible for these differences in the
onset of nodal expression.
Second, nodal expression (as it relates to LR asymmetry)

occurs in different germ layers depending on the group
considered: the ectoderm in echinoderms, the three germ
layers in Amphioxus and probably in ascidians, and the
mesoderm in vertebrates (Hamada et al. 2002; Morokuma
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et al. 2002; Yu et al. 2002; Duboc et al. 2005). The restric-
tion of nodal expression exclusively to the ectoderm in
snails and echinoderms suggests that the ancestral state is
ectodermal and that it was expanded to the three germ lay-
ers in the ancestor of chordates and secondarily restricted
to the mesoderm in vertebrates (Chea et al. 2005). 
Third, the functional significance of the Nodal pathway

outside of LR patterning (e.g., in gastrulation) also seems to
vary among different bilaterians. The Nodal pathway is
essential for endoderm and mesoderm formation in verte-
brates (Shen 2007) and mesoderm patterning in Amphi oxus
(Yu et al. 2002). In ascidians, however, nodal signaling is not
critical for endoderm and mesoderm specification because
only secondary muscle induction seems to require nodal sig-
naling (Hudson and Yasuo 2005). In addition, echinoderms
specify germ layers independently of nodal activity (Duboc
and Lepage 2008). On the other hand, modification of the
Nodal pathway in snails produces embryos that fail to gastru-
late (Grande and Patel 2009), suggesting that germ-layer
specification may require the Nodal pathway, although more
thorough studies are re quired to confirm the generality of this
finding. 
The Nodal pathway also has a role in the regulation of

the AP and DV axes in vertebrates (Hamada et al. 2002)
as well as the oral–aboral axis in echinoderms (Duboc et
al. 2004). Preliminary data on the disruption of the Nodal
pathway in snails show modifications in LR morphology,
although neither the AP nor DV axis seems to be modified
(Grande and Patel 2009). Hence, currently available data
support the ancestral function of Nodal signaling in LR
asymmetry in Bilateria. Functional manipulation of nodal
orthologs in Amphioxus and ascidians, as well as addi-
tional lophotrochozoans, will clarify the evolutionary his-
tory of the role of nodal in DV and AP axis regulation. 
Besides germ-layer induction and axis specification,

Nodal signaling is also required in neural patterning in
vertebrates (Shen 2007) and ascidians (Hudson and Yasuo
2005). In vertebrates, generation of anterior neuronal tis-
sue requires inhibition of signaling, although high levels
of nodal activity in the posterior epiblast are necessary for
ventral patterning of the neural tubes and maintenance of
anterior forebrain territories (Shen 2007). In contrast,
Nodal signaling is required for lateral fate in the neural
tube of ascidians (Hudson and Yasuo 2005). In snails,
nodal transcription is seen in the cephalic regions but in an
asymmetric pattern. Whether this expression correlates to
LR symmetries in the nervous system in snails is still
unknown. If true, however, this would support the hypoth-
esis that nodal has an ancestral role in regulating brain
asymmetry (Palmer 2004). 
The Nodal signaling pathway acts on the left side in

vertebrates, and it is a determinant for leftness in this
group because inappropriate induction of nodal activity
on the right side produces left-side morphologies
(Hamada et al. 2002). All other deuterostomes conserve
this pattern of expression except for echinoderms, which
show Nodal signaling on the right side (Duboc et al.
2005). Unlike vertebrates, Nodal signaling is a determi-
nant for rightness in echinoderms because inappropriate
induction of nodal activity on the left side produces right-

side morphologies and prevents the formation of the rudi-
ment (an imaginal structure that gives rise to most of the
adult organs and is normally present on just the left side).
This suggests that the rudiment normally forms on the left
side by default (Duboc et al. 2005). Thus, in echinoderms,
the presence of nodal on the right modifies the “default”
condition. In snails, the side that expresses nodal is cor-
related with chirality (i.e., the right side in dextral snails
and the left in sinistral snails) (Grande and Patel 2009).
The first indication of morphological asymmetry in snails
is given by a displacement of the shell gland to the left in
dextral species and to the right in sinistral species due to
a differential formation of shell-producing cells on one
side of the embryo. Inhibition of the Nodal pathway in
sinistral snails produces noncoiled shells (Grande and
Patel 2009), which suggests equal formation of shell-pro-
ducing cells on both sides of the embryo or, in other
words, that the default condition is established on both
sides of the embryo when nodal function is eliminated. In
summary, these results suggest that the side of the embryo
that expresses nodal is the one that acquires new features
and defers from the default condition. 
Finally, several lines of evidence indicate that the last

common ancestor of snails had a dextral body (Ponder
and Lindberg 1997) and therefore expressed nodal on the
right side. This, together with the fact that nodal is also
expressed on the right side in echinoderms, raises the
hypothesis that the bilaterian ancestor expressed nodal on
the right side as well. 

CONSERVED GENE CASCADE 
NODAL-PITX IN BILATERIA

Pitx is a bicoid-type homeobox transcription factor that
shows multiple sites of expression during deuterostome
development. Two roles have been described for Pitx genes
in chordates: regulation of the pituitary and its homologs
and control of directional asymmetry in visceral organ
organization (Boorman and Shimeld 2002). Data from
echinoderms, ascidians, Amphioxus, and vertebrates show
that this gene is important in asymmetric morphogenesis
and that it is up-regulated by nodal (Boorman and Shimeld
2002; Hamada et al. 2002; Yoshida and Saiga 2008).
Following the asymmetric expression of nodal, Pitx is also
asymmetrically expressed, persists longer than nodal, and is
localized in the primordia of most asymmetric organs.
Although Pitx orthologs have been described for members
of the Ecdysozoa (Drosophila and C. elegans) (McIntire et
al. 1993; Vorbrüggen et al. 1997), asymmetrical expression
patterns have not been reported in this group, and functional
experiments suggest that Pitx is not involved in pattern for-
mation during development in Ecdysozoa. Interestingly, a
Pitx ortholog has been recently identified in snails, and, like
deuterostomes and unlike ecdysozoans, Pitx is asymmetri-
cally expressed and regulated by nodal (Grande and Patel
2009). Asymmetric expression of Pitx in snails starts right
after the activation of nodal and also correlates with body
handedness (it is expressed on the right side in dextral snails
and on the left in sinistral snails) (Grande and Patel 2009).
Hence, these new data suggest that the ancestor of bilateri-
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ans already had the gene cascade nodal-Pitx controlling LR
asymmetry (see Fig. 1). 
In addition to asymmetric expression, Pitx is a stomod-

eal (mouth) marker for both chordates and echinoderms
(Christiaen et al. 2007). However, in another group of
deuterostomes, hemichordates, this gene is expressed at
the opposite end of the site of mouth formation (Lowe et
al. 2006). This result, together with the absence of sto-
modeal expression of the Pitx ortholog in ecdysozoans
(McIntire et al. 1993; Vorbrüggen et al. 1997), initially
argued against stomadeal expression as an ancestral state
in deuterostomes. However, new data from snails show
that Pitx is also expressed in the stomodeum (Grande and
Patel 2009) and therefore supports the hypothesis that
Pitx was expressed not only in the stomodeum of the
ancestor of deuterostomes, but also in the stomodeum of
the ancestor of bilaterians.
Finally, the Pitx transcript in snails is localized simulta-

neously in different asymmetric and symmetric domains
(Grande and Patel 2009). Preliminary data on the inhibition
of the Nodal pathway in snails show that nodal regulates
exclusively the asymmetric domain of Pitx expression, sug-
gesting different independent enhancers for Pitx in snails, as
described for vertebrates (Christiaen et al. 2005, 2007).

THE DV INVERSION HYPOTHESIS 
AND THE LR AXIS

In the 19th century, Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire (1822) pro-
posed that the DV axis of deuterostomes is inverted with
respect to that observed in protostomes (Lophotrochozoa
plus Ecdysozoa). He based this idea on the relative place-
ment of the nerve cord (ventral in protostomes and dorsal in
deuterostomes) and the heart and circulatory vessels (dorsal
in protostomes and ventral in deuterostomes). Although this
hypothesis was eventually dismissed, recent molecular data
on developmental expression and function of homologous
genes in distantly related taxa have been interpreted as new
evidence for the inversion of the axis (Arendt and Nübler-
Jung 1994; Holley et al. 1995; DeRobertis and Sasai 1996;
Gerhart 2000). Several orthologous genes of chordates and
protostomes show similar but inverted expression domains.
This is especially striking in those related with DV pattern-
ing, such as certain TGF-β ligands (Bmp4 in chordates and
its ortholog Dpp in Drosophila) and TGF-β inhibitors
(Chordin in chordates and its ortholog Sog in Drosophila).
bmp4 is expressed in ventral domains and has ventralizing
activity in chordates, whereas chordin is expressed dorsally
and has an antagonistic role (Holley et al. 1995; DeRobertis
and Sasai 1996). On the other hand, dpp is expressed in dor-
sal domains and has dorsalizing activity in Drosophila,
whereas sog is expressed in ventral domains and has an
antagonistic role (Holley et al. 1995; DeRobertis and Sasai
1996). However, both chordin and sog promote the devel-
opment of the central nervous system wherever they are
expressed, suggesting that the ventral nerve cord of insects
and the dorsal nerve cord of chordates are built by the same
genetic machinery and may have not evolved independ-
ently. In addition—hedgehog, an important gene in dorsal
midline formation, differentiation of neural-tube structures,

and DV patterning of adjacent tissues in chordates (Sasai
and DeRobertis 1997)—is expressed in the ventral midline
in Lophotrochozoa (Nederbragt et al. 2002), suggesting that
similar mechanisms are involved in the development of the
midline in both groups and adding new evidence for DV
axis inversion. Furthermore, several other genes involved in
heart and nervous system development, such as Nkx2-5,
netrin, vnd/Nk2, ind/Gsh1,2 and Msh/Msx1,3, are expressed
in opposite domains in chordates and protostomes (Weiss et
al. 1998; Tanaka et al. 1999). Thus, on the basis of both mor-
phological and molecular data, the DV inversion hypothesis
postulates that the common ancestor of deuterostomes and
protostomes already had a nerve cord, a heart, and circula-
tory vessels, as well as the genetic modules to build them,
and that the DV axis was inverted throughout the course of
evolution in one of the two lineages. 
The LR axis is always specified with reference to AP and

DV axes. Experimental manipulations have shown that the
LR axis can be reversed by reversing the AP axis or the DV
axis (Ligoxygakis et al. 2001). Thus, according to the DV
inversion hypothesis, genes that are expressed on one side
of the body (left versus right) in one of the two groups
(either protostomes or deuterostomes) are expected to be
expressed on the opposite side in the other group. This is
exactly the case for the nodal-Pitx gene cascade, which is
expressed on the right side in dextral snails (representing
the ancestral state) (Grande and Patel 2009) and on the left
side in chordates (Hamada et al. 2002). The fact that nodal-
Pitx is also expressed on the right side in echinoderms
(Duboc et al. 2005) suggests that the inversion must have
occurred in the chordate lineage. 
Some alternatives to the DV inversion hypothesis have

been proposed. Some investigators have suggested that the
differences in morphogenetic movements during gastrula-
tion of protostomes versus deuterostomes result in inverted
expression patterns of developmental genes (van den
Biggelaar et al. 2002). In chordates, the AP axis is extended
evenly during gastrulation, whereas in protostomes, the
growth along the AP axis is uneven, almost exclusively
limited to the dorsal side. Thus, originally, dorsal cells will
be located in a ventral position in protostomes after gastru-
lation, explaining the ventral expression patterns of certain
genes with respect to chordates (van den Biggelaar et al.
2002). However, these differences in migration of cells and
growth along the AP axis would not explain left versus
right differences in expression patterns of the nodal-Pitx
cascade described above. In addition, it is important to note
that nodal initiates its expression before gastrulation and
hence before those morphogenetic movements and uneven
growth. Furthermore, the onset of the expression of the
ortholog of dpp in snails is also detected in the dorsal
domain of the late blastula (C Grande and NH Patel,
unpubl.), whereas it is ventral in the early gastrula of verte-
brates. Hence, the shift of initially dorsally specified cells
to a secondarily ventral position does not fully explain the
inverted gene expression domains described above. 
Other investigators have suggested that the DV axis of the

last common ancestor of protostomes and deuterostomes
was relatively undifferentiated, and subsequently both line-
ages organized the nerve cord and organogenesis independ-
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ently in opposite locations, and thus inversion never
occurred (Gerhart 2000). This hypothesis was traditionally
based on the presence of a diffuse nerve net in some hemi-
chordates, which supports an undefined central nervous
system for the ancestor of deuterostomes. However, recent
studies have shown that the nervous system of hemichor-
dates is much more localized than previously thought and
therefore that the centralization of the deuterostome nerv-
ous system predates the origin of chordates (Nomak stein -
sky et al. 2009). Whether nervous system centralization
does or does not predate the spilt between deuterostomes
and protostomes, the observations on nodal expression are
still most consistent with a scenario of some type of DV axis
inversion. Further studies of cell and morphological
homologies, as well as the gene modules that regulate body
organization in a comparative phylogenetic framework, will
help to elucidate the evolution of the DV axis and hence of
the LR axis as well. 

CONCLUSIONS

A central focus in evolutionary developmental biology
is to understand the evolution of the mechanisms that
establish and elaborate the body axes of the developing
embryo. Recent studies have suggested that DV axis spec-
ification is controlled by ancient molecular patterning
mechanisms, but whether conserved mechanisms regulate
LR asymmetries constitutes an open question for which
initial answers have been only recently proposed. Striking
support for an ancient origin of LR axis patterning is pro-
vided by data on the Nodal pathway in Lophotrochozoa
and its function in LR regulation. These results provide
evidence of the ancient role of this pathway in LR pattern-
ing in Bilateria and sheds light on the evolutionary events
that have led to the current diversity in body plans. Finally,
new avenues of research are opening up novel approaches
to understanding symmetry-breaking events in bilaterians,
the regulatory mechanisms involved in LR determination,
and the evolutionary implications of variation in these
pathways for generating morphological diversity. 
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